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Fake Divorce Papers
What if the two opposites are attracted by each other like magnets? "You're are right
Divya. I'm a playboy," Daksh said and stood up in front of me. "Now I will show you
what Playboy can do," Daksh pulled my waist and grabbed my face with his other
hand to move our body closer to him. My breast crushed to his hard chest. I tried to
pull my body away from his grip. But he held me strongly against him. He was angry
and rough. He is punishing me with his harsh kiss. I tried to push him back, but he
stood on his ground. Then, he pushed me back down on the bed, pinning my hands
above my head with his one hand and squeezing my breast painfully. I whimper
because of his painful torture. I felt his hand on my back trying to unstrap my bra.
"The series just keeps getting better." Page-turners that keep you reading late into
the night. Doubtful Relations (Seamus McCree #4) Financial crimes investigator
Seamus McCree has wife problems, and Lizzie’s not even his wife anymore. Her
current husband disappeared on a business trip to Savannah. Was he kidnapped?
Dispatched by his hedge fund partners? Or did he run off with another woman? Police
assume he’s AWOL, and Lizzie turns to Seamus for help. How far can you trust your
family? Seamus has no desire to be sucked into Lizzie’s drama again, but her angst is
also affecting their son, Paddy. Seamus agrees to help discover the truth, a quest that
soon involves the entire extended family. Long buried secrets surface and in this
fourth book in the Seamus McCree series, each member must confront the question,
“How far can you trust your family?” Equal parts road trip, who done what, and
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domestic thriller This novel takes psychological suspense to a new level. Seamus
McCree fans and newcomers alike will delight in this fast-paced novel that leaves no
one in the family unchanged and keeps you guessing until the very end. Empty
Promises (Seamus McCree #5) If you love the suspense and plot twists of domestic
thrillers, this page-turner will be for you. Seamus McCree’s first assignment hiding a
witness goes from bad to worse. His client disappears. His granddog finds a buried
human bone. Police find a fresh human body. His client is to testify in a Chicago
money laundering trial. He’s paranoid that with a price on his head, if the police know
where he’s staying, the information will leak. Seamus promised his business partner
and lover, Abigail Hancock, that he’d keep the witness safe at the McCree family
camp located deep in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan’s woods. Abigail is furious at
his incompetence and their relationship flounders. Even his often-helpful son, Paddy,
must put family safety ahead of helping his father. Seamus risks his own safety and
freedom to turn amateur sleuth in hopes he can solve the crimes, fulfill his promise of
protection, and win back Abigail. Wit and grit are on his side in this fifth book in the
Seamus McCree series, but the clock is ticking . . . and the hit man is on his way.
False Bottom (Seamus McCree #6) Secrets have a life of their own. There’s no
place like home Seamus McCree returns to his native Boston to bury his Uncle Mike,
a retired Boston police captain, who has been murdered. Seamus has been named
executor of the estate, which is easy enough for him to settle. But he soon learns
Uncle Mike has left a second, secret legacy - and that triggers an earthquake's worth
of problems. But wait, there’s more . . . Adding to his troubles, Uncle Mike's killer is
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now gunning for Seamus and his family, and the family does not agree how they
should respond: Run and hide? Stay and fight? Hire their own killer? In this sixth
book in the Seamus McCree series, he must find a path through a labyrinth of lies and
secrets stemming from his father's death more than forty years earlier and resolve
all of Uncle Mike's legacies before the killer strikes again. Order your copy now and
follow Seamus and his family on their adventures. The Seamus McCree Series Order
Ant Farm Bad Policy Cabin Fever Doubtful Relations Empty Promises False Bottom
Low Tide at Tybee (a novella)
Bestselling author and SHEEN Magazine Literary Excellence Award-winner Porscha
Sterling makes her Dafina Books debut with an urban romance perfect for readers
who enjoy the sexy suspense of Niobia Bryant's Mistress series and the urban edge
of Ashley Antoinette... As a wealthy heiress, Sage McMillian is used to getting what
she wants. And what she wants is to make Dom 'Ink' Richardson her man. The fact
that he's married to another woman is just a small obstacle. As the privileged and
pampered heir of the McMillian empire, Sage McMillian always had what her heart
desired. One night of spontaneous fun lands her inside of Official Ink, a tattoo parlor
owned by the sexy, savage, and former street king, Dom "Ink" Richardson. The
moment she sees him, it's love at first sight. Yet, it's Ink's indifference to her beauty
and charm that grabs Sage's attention. He's numb to her advances and uninterested in
small talk. She later finds out he's a married man, which should be the ultimate
deterrent, but Sage welcomes the challenge he poses. A genuine friendship is born,
only adding fuel to the flame of her addiction to him. When Ink's wife is murdered,
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the scandal rips the headlines and lands him on the front page of newspapers
nationwide, but Sage is there for him. With her family's powerful connections, she
seems to be godsent as she selflessly fights for his freedom and proclaims his
innocence. But there's a lot more to Sage's interest in Ink--and she may not be the
loyal and devoted friend Ink knows her to be...
This project was a personal journey of hope and expression of newfound love--for
me. It is a celebration of life. It is an acknowledgement of God and His grace! The
writings contained are original, bold, heartfelt, and honest. They shed tears, sprinkle
anger, and smile with joy. They drizzle with unrequited love and sizzle with raw
emotion. They open eyes to new sights and close hearts to past pains. Quotes from
others in the public arena/eye support the fact that no one is immune to hurt or
disappointment. Each offers inspiration and lessons in humanity and humility. Each
looks to those things that navigate the soul along new paths to sanity, strength, and
serenity. As the lioness roars, she defines her strength, passion, satiation, and
contentment in herself and her pride. A woman is no different--even it she's in the
fight of her life.
Fragile Hearts
Comprehensive Guide To Break Up A Relationship With Your Fianc Without Losing
Your Citizenship, Spousal, Or Marriage Visa.
Dating & Relationship Advice
Just Faking It
Mistaking a Monster for a Miracle
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'Round the Courts

Alexandria, Renee and Danielle are three very different women with one thing in
common: their late husband! Join them as they look for a love to call their own in
these sizzling stories from New York Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson,
Carmen Green, and Carla Fredd from The Three Mrs. Fosters series—collected here
for the first time in one volume! This Time for Good by Carmen Green Alexandria
Lord-Wright was an Atlanta society princess— wealthy, beautiful and popular. The
only thing she couldn’t buy was her parnts’ respect, and marrying Marc Foster was
supposed to change that. Instead, Alex was crushed to learn that Marc had two
other wives—at least. In danger of losing her stake in the family company because
of Marc’s deception, she finds an unlikely ally in Hunter Smith, a sexy, successful
businessman. But now that Alex is finally learning to stand on her own two feet,
she’s not prepared to let any man run her life—even one whose red-hot kisses
awaken her senses to just how good love can be.… Originally published in 2008 The
Perfect Man by Carla Fredd Even a woman blessed with a genius IQ can make a
dumb mistake, and for Renee Foster, marrying Marc was exactly that. Although
she’s eager to forget her past, first Renee needs Marc’s brother, FBI agent Chris
Foster, to help her locate a missing necklace. It seems like a simple plan, yet Renee
soon realizes that nothing about Chris is simple. Unlike other men, he’s not
intimidated by her intelligence, and he sees past her aloof manner to the homePage 5/34
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loving, passionate person she truly is. But Chris refuses to settle down—and Renee
won’t settle for less than she needs, even if that means walking away from the
perfect man.… Originally published in 2008 Just Deserts by Brenda Jackson
Learning that her estranged husband has passed away is the biggest shock of
Danielle Timberlake—Foster’s life—until she learns that she wasn’t his only wife.
Though Danielle and Marc were separated, she believed they were about to
reconcile and start a family. Rocked by betrayal, Danielle sees her dreams slipping
away. Until her brother’s best friend, Tristan Adams, offers support, comfort—and a
chance to have the child she’s always wanted. Danielle is drawn to Tristan’s strong,
sensual nature, but she wed Marc in haste and regretted it. Is she about to repeat
her mistake? Or will a marriage of convenience turn into the soulful union she’s
always longed for? Originally published in 2008
When she helps her ex’s brother and gets her revenge, he’ll show her that love can
be better than vengeance. After my husband and I split, he ignored our divorce
decree and hasn’t paid me a single dime owed to me. But when my former brotherin-law tells me he needs a fake wife to get his inheritance and save the family
business from my ex’s hands, I can’t volunteer fast enough. Getting even is the only
motive I need, but Trevor also offers to help me get my money, and it’s almost too
good to be real. I can finally pay off my bills and move on with my life. But when it
comes time for us to get our own divorce, Trevor decides he’s not going to let me go
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as easily as his brother did.
There's nothing secondhand about a second chance at love, as these ten couples
prove when their paths cross again. Come along for the ride as they learn just how
powerful and sexy destiny can be: Holiday Wedding: Drew Cannon's attempt at a
high-profile holiday doll for his family's company was a bust. To save the company's
bottom line, he must team up with the company's marketing director, Lauren
Kincaid--the woman who dumped him a year ago. Will working together mend and
reunite their broken hearts? Secrets of the Heart: After a bad break up, Isabelle
poured her heart into becoming a respected cardiologist. But now her flame, Nick
Carter, has reappeared as Prince Nicholas Corsairs, heir to the throne of Wellfleet
Isle, and he needs her to care for his ailing father. As If You Never Left Me: Rey and
Joely Birch had what they thought was a perfect marriage...until it fell apart. Joely
picked up the pieces and built a successful retail business. Now Rey is back,
determined to win her heart again. But will his carefully laid plans disintegrate
when she finds out what really brought him to Colorado? Marrying the Wrong Man:
Morgan Parrish's dad planned her marriage to a man destined to be president of the
United States, but she fell in love with the town drunk's son, got pregnant, and fled.
Now she's back and waitressing at the bistro Charlie Cramer manages. If they give
in to the attraction and screw things up again, their daughter will deal with the
fallout, or they just might get that American dream after all. Coming Home: No
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woman ever really forgets her first love. Callie Sorenson's was tall, tanned, and--as
her older brother's best friend--completely off limits. But now fate has brought her
back home, where Callie quickly realizes that old feelings die hard. Can Danny
McCutcheon win over the woman she's become? Love's Replay: Sandra Miller didn't
think twice about the opportunity to move to a new city for her career. But the
success she needs now comes at a high price: she'll have to partner with David
Henderson, the man who said he loved her then crushed her heart. He's making it
clear he wants her back, but is the potential personal pain worth the professional
gain? Rescuing Dawn: Nurse Dawn Granger has loved and lost and it's a road she's
not prepared to travel again--that is until paramedic Andrew Holmes reappears and
makes her question feelings she thought long dead. The Bull Rider's Brother: Lizzie
Hudson is enjoying rodeo weekend and the start of summer when James Sullivan,
the cowboy who got away, walks his Justin Ropers back into her life. Can he learn to
redefine family before she gives up on him and marries another? Wynter's Journey:
Tragedy tore Wynter and Sam apart before he could tell her how he felt about her.
Now fate has dropped her off on his doorstep, widowed, desperately broke, and very
pregnant. His sense of honor dictates that he take her in, but soon old feelings
resurface. Now the one person he'd wanted to leave behind is the one person he
can't let go. Her Soldier's Touch: When U.S. Army Sergeant First Class Colten
Taylor returns briefly to Phoenix to bury his brother, he's shocked to see Rachel
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Madison waiting for him at the airport. He regrets the morning he walked away
from her; coming from an abusive home taught Colt to put limits on all his
relationships. But now that she has his son in tow, will he keep running? Sensuality
Level: Sensual
The main characters—Ananias and Sapphira—made a specific choice, but things did
not go as planned! Walking in their shoes, you may discover that you have more in
common with these Bible characters than you currently realize. Follow the Author’s
journey as she shares what she discovered! You will be surprised, challenged, and
amazed as you answer this question: “Who are you?”
The Brotherhood
When the Lioness Roars
Not Another Fake Marriage
Encyclopedia of Asian-American Literature
Lined Journal: For Sarcastic People With a Sense of Humor
The Haven

DATING & RELATIONSHIP STORIES These real stories are about payback,
revenge, karma and more. Funny, strange, creative stories about
relationships that didn't work out and how the jilted partner reacted. THE
RELATIONSHIP EXPERT With over 25 years experience teaching women's
empowerment and "secret" techniques to regain their power this book
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reflects just some of the stories shared. Women from all over the world
have benefited from unique, non-traditional, empowering methods shared
ONLY in the book series "FOR WOMEN ONLY". "SECRET" POWERFUL
TECHNIQUES Learn secret techniques for love, sex, commitment and
marriage. Available ONLY on amazon.com: Pussy Whip will make your guy
miss you, ignite your love and make him think of you constantly. Pussy
Whip 2 for more "secrets" to make your man putty in your hands. How to
Make Him Burn With Desire will make him desire you sexually and
passionately. Breakup to Makeup helps you not make mistakes during a
breakup and gets your man back into your arms fast! FU*K the Rules an
unconventional dating guide. The Miracle Mindset prepares you to receive
and attract only good things in life. Manifesting Love has a love spell that
will make any man fall in love with you. Love Spell to make anyone fall
passionately in love with you! ;-) http://laniestevensauthor.com
This true story is of a woman who reunited with a former
classmatepresenting himself as a Christian gentleman living a charmed
and holy life in Jamaica and claiming to have been in love with her since
high school. In actuality, he was married and marrying her for a green card
and the opportunity to become an American citizen. A gambler with an
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outstanding debt and a history of lies and secrets, he unsuccessfully
attempted to scam her and buy fake divorce papers. He tried to destroy
herbody, mind, and spirit, isolate her from family and friends, and tarnish
her reputation. But thanks to the true miracles of her lifeher mother, son,
pastor, family and friendsshe survived. She mistook this monster for a
miracle, but in the end she realized the true miracles in her life, and
discovered that surviving him is to depend completely on Gods promises.
Contributions reprinted in this book highlight some of the wide ranging
ways in which the issues of culture and identity can be approached in a
literary text, while focusing on the ways in which cultural encounters have
been changing both the world and its reflection in literature. The beginning
of the twenty first century is an appropriate time to repay careful attention
to these issues. Understanding how our perception of the Other changes
with the concept of the world we inhabit, we want to emphasize the rising
importance of fostering cultural pluralism and global understanding. For its
argumentation strongly founded in recent literary studies and humanities in
general, its interdisciplinary nature and its focus on the actual global
problems of abrupt cultural change and exchange, its heightened
understanding of the necessity of coexistence of differences in a changing
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world, its spirit of tolerance, and its international spirit in general, we
assume this collection will not only attract academic literary scholars but
will also appeal to the general reading public.
Revenge has never been so sweet as in this Kings of California novel by
USA TODAY bestselling author Maureen Child… She married him. Used him.
Then left him. Rico King has waited five years for revenge. Now he's got
Teresa Coretti where he wants her. To save her family, she'll return to
Rico's island…and his bed…for one month. That will cure the hunger that's
afflicted him since she left…. But Rico can't know what it cost Teresa to
leave him. Nor the exquisite torture of being with him again. Because soon,
her divided loyalties could once again cost her the love of her life.
10 Reunited Romances
Lucky Turtle
Men are Like Pantyhose -- They Either Run, Cling or Don't Fit In the Crotch
The Brothers Landis/Rich Man's Fake Fiancee/His Expectant
Ex/Millionairein Command
And... The Bit*h Came Home!
The Art of Online Dating
She had loved him for eight years, married him for a year, and became the young mistress
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of a Wealthy Class family. She had seemed to be famous, but had been called a mistress
by others. In a year, all she received was endless humiliation and looting. In the end, she
became dispirited and decided to leave, but he began to be unwilling. "Lin Wanyan, do
you want to leave just like that? No way, staying by my side is your punishment!" Ling
Owen shook off the marriage contract and forcefully suppressed the woman in front of
him...
Ellen Hart was named the 2017 MWA Grand Master, the most distinguished lifetime
achievement award offered in the mystery community. The shock that Minneapolis
restaurateur Jane Lawless is in for when Chester Garrity, her ex-husband, returns to a city
that he swore he'd never see again is nothing compared to Chester's own. After their
divorce many years ago, he took off with his inheritance to travel the world, leaving Jane
with enough seed money to open her first restaurant, which worked out well for Jane but
less so for Chester. Now he's back and penniless, or as he would prefer to say, between
fortunes. He's working an angle to make his next one by selling a priceless artifact
recently looted from the Baghdad Museum, but it all falls through when he wakes up next
to the dead body of his buyer with no memory of what happened the night before.
Panicked, Chester flees the scene, eventually returning to cover his tracks only to find that
someone has already taken care of that for him, but at what price? The Cruel Ever After,
the newest Jane Lawless mystery from Lambda and Minnesota Book Award--winning,
MWA Grand Master author Ellen Hart, is filled with the intrigue and deception that makes
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it one of the most engrossing series on shelves today.
The US, UK, and other European countries' immigration laws permit immigrants to get
permanent citizenship by marrying their citizens. Why Immigration and Divorce with
Permanent Resident Green Card Status After Divorce have been a common issue
nowadays? Especially when it concerns immigration divorce laws for the US citizen and
UK. This is one of the easiest ways for a foreigner to apply and get a green card, which is
always a very complicated procedure, not to mention the amount of time it takes. Once a
citizen marries the immigrant, he/she can ask for a green card and immigrant visa to be
issued to the spouse from the Citizenship and Immigration Services division. However,
this is also one of the most common means of spousal abuse. To counter this, the UK,
US, and other European governments have enforced some laws to fight against spousal
abuse and victims of divorce issues to help prevent such incidents. Unknown to many
citizens and other foreign nationals who have been in these unwanted or fake marriages
That there's a law that authorizes immigrants who are married to a citizen to go ahead
with a divorce without jeopardizing their green card. Moreover, even they can apply for the
green card and other documents independently, without the consent or knowledge of their
toxic or narcissistic spouse. Another issue about the status of the immigrant's application,
if either of the couples had applied for divorce or had been granted the same. But the
question is how to uncover and understand this law concerning divorce and green cards?
Fear no more! Because this book has provided more clarity and a complete guide on the
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marriage-based green card, divorce, fiancé, and Spousal Visa Petitions guidelines. How
To Get Divorce Without Losing Your Green Card or Work Permit Papers will guide you
through the most important step you need to file for a green card application in such a
scenario without losing your documents during and after the divorce process. Even if a
divorce has already been applied for on the grounds of spouse abuse by the partner. How
to get citizenship in UK and US using a green card visa book with the divorce process
when the relationship is unbearable? You'll also learn: What Happens If You Get Divorced
After Receiving A Green Card? Divorce After Green Card: How It Affects You? How to
remove Conditions on Permanent Residence Based on Marriage? What your Permanent
Resident Green Card Status After Divorce will look like? Dos and Don'ts when going
through immigration divorce laws for the US citizen. How to handle your Divorce Before
Green Card Interview? And Green Card After Divorce. How to Apply for Citizenship If
You've Divorced the Person Who Got you a Green Card? How to go about Immigration
law and relationship, nationality laws of the United States, divorce, naturalization,
impression, marriage, practice, citizenship questions & answers, document procedures,
regulations, social justice, violence, family, and The U.S. immigration system on spousal
visa. And many more on divorce and green card & nationality laws of the United States
law your attorney may not tell you. If you're panicking about losing your citizenship,
residency, work permit, and green card to a breakup, click the "BUY NOW" Button to grab
a copy now!
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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming,
media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A Book of Musings
Fake News Nation
A Jane Lawless Mystery
Addicted to You
The Brothers Landis/Rich Man's Fake Fiancée/His Expectant Ex/Millionaire in Command
The Only Time My Ex Didn't Fake An Orgasm Was When The Judge Signed The Divorce
Papers

Fake News Nation tells the story of how false information
has flooded American public life for over 230 years. The
authors show how lies, misrepresentations, and rumors have
drawn America into wars, covered up assassinations,
influenced national elections, and impacted contentious
policy issues such as the effects of smoking and climate
change.
Harlequin Desire brings you three new titles for one great
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price, available now! This Harlequin Desire bundle includes
Her Return to King's Bed by USA TODAY bestselling author
Maureen Child, A Billionaire for Christmas by USA TODAY
bestselling author Janice Maynard and Second-Chance
Seduction by NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Kate
Carlisle. Look for 6 new compelling stories every month from
Harlequin Desire!
This is book 8. This is a stand alone romance, and can be
read and enjoyed, even if you haven't followed the series.
Charlie’s plan: Sweep into town, pick up a fake bride, get
his inheritance, and leave like the wind after a quickie
divorce in Caribbean paradise, untying the knot fast enough
to cause whiplash. Jaime’s plan: Not to be duped by the
charming Casanova, no matter how much he promises to
pleasure her with his hotter-than-hot-package. Getting
intimate, then signing papers over Piña Coladas and saying
adios wasn’t quite her style. She wanted the real deal, but
the problem with bad boys is that they don’t do commitment.
She knew a happily ever after with Charlie was never going
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to happen. ...unless fate intervened.
Bride: Meredith, soon-to-be co-owner, wedding dress business
Marital Status: Victim, Vegas wedding mix-up Action
Required: Divorce, ASAP After one night of tequila and sex,
their impromptu Vegas wedding shouldn't be valid. But
Meredith Chandler-Harris just discovered she's still tied to
irresistible businessman Jason Lynhurst. She needs out of
their marriage, but to become his company's new CEO, he
needs her as a bride. Let the newlywed games begin.
Make Me Shiver
Her Return to King's Bed
Reading Literature in a Changing World
The Cruel Ever After
Entangled
The Homegrown Café Book Club Boxed Set
This lined journal is perfect for your daily scribbles, deep thoughts, and notes to yourself! Features: 6x9 Lined
Journal 120 Cream Pages Soft Matte Cover Makes a Perfect Gift For: Yourself Birthday Christmas Life's
Milestones
“An epic love story . . . No greater reading pleasure to be had anywhere.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred
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review “No one writes about love or the American wilderness like Bill Roorbach . . . Thrilling.” —Lily
King, author of Writers & Lovers and Five Tuesdays in Winter When sixteen-year-old Cindra Zoeller is sent
to a reform camp in Montana after being involved in an armed robbery, she is thrust into a world of
mountains and cowboys and prayers and miscreants and people from all walks of life like she’s never seen
in suburban Massachusetts. At Camp Challenge, she becomes transfixed by Lucky, a camp employee of
mysterious origin—an origin of constant speculation—and the chemistry between them is instant, and
profound. The pair escape together into the wilderness to create an idyllic life far from the reach of the law,
living off their resounding love, Lucky’s vast knowledge of the wilderness, and a little help from some
friends. But they can run from the outside world for only so long, and the consequences of their na ve
fantasy of a future together—and circumstances shaped by skin color—will keep them apart for decades.
Cindra gets trapped in a relationship, safely if stultifyingly suburban, where she is both cosseted and
controlled by a man who claims to be her rescuer. But for Cindra, there will never be another Lucky, and she
dreams of one day finding him, the only man she’s ever fully trusted, her soulmate. Page-turning, full of
vivid characters, delicious suspense, and ultimately joy, Lucky Turtle is a big- hearted, deeply engrossing love
story from one of our most entertaining and perceptive writers.
I seduced my brother's best friend to take my innocence and he convinced me to fake marry him! Jake
Dunne: Sinfully handsome. Naughty. Funny. Piercing blue eyes. And kisses like nobody's business.... Jake
Dunne: Also the man who broke my heart, five years ago. My fake husband but my baby's real father! It was
supposed to be...well, let's call it "a business arrangement." Only six months. Each of us gets our dreams. And
we call it quits. There's just one simple rule - "Don't fall in love." Except that I broke the rule. And while Jake
is busy getting the divorce papers ready, I am staring at the two pink lines on the stick.
Science to build a starship. Wizardry to take it past light speed. A crew to give it a soul. The Mobius is a
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cobbled-together ship with a matching crew. Captain Carl Ramsey is an ex-Earth Navy pilot whose crew
won’t let him fly his own ship. The pilot is his ex-wife, the mechanic is a drunk, and the chief of security is
from a predatory species. Instead of a star-drive to travel through the astral space between worlds, the ship’s
wizard does it by hand. Mission 1: Salvage Trouble A salvage mission turns into a rescue, and no good deed
goes unpunished. With two refugees onboard, the Mobius crew is hounded by bounty hunters, border
partols, and corporate enforcers. Mission 2: A Smuggler’s Conscience “Don’t open the package.”
It’s the smuggler’s credo for good reason. When the Mobius crew takes a peek at their illicit cargo, the
entire job takes an about-face. Mission 3: Poets and Piracy The Mobius crew gets caught in a turf war
between a pirate fleet and a galactic criminal syndicate. The trick is getting everyone out alive (and maybe
getting paid in the process). Mission 4: To Err is Azrin Sometimes you can’t go home again. When a job
takes the crew to their security chief’s homeworld, she gets dragged into a familial power struggle. Can the
rest of the crew bail her out of an old feud gone horribly wrong? Bonus Short Story: Guardian of the
Plundered Tomes Mordecai The Brown has been on the run from the Convocation for decades. How does a
respectable wizard with a wife and two kids end up crisscrossing the galaxy in the company of outlaws? Black
Ocean is a science fantasy series set in the 26th century. Do you wish there had been a second season of
Firefly? Do you love the irreverent fun of Guardians of the Galaxy? Have you ever wondered how Star Wars
would have turned out if Luke and Obi-wan had ditched the rebellion to become smugglers with Han and
Chewie? Then Black Ocean is the series for you! Pick up your copy and aim to misbehave with the crew of
the Mobius!
Love Like Heaven
Seamus McCree Series Second Boxed Set
CEO's Escaping Ex-wife
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Making and Faking Kinship
Marriage and Labor Migration between China and South Korea
History, Politics, Identity

Presents a reference on Asian-American literature providing profiles of Asian-American
writers and their works.
After the untimely death of his father, Mike Sheridan learns to live again. A city firefighter
working near Chicago, Sheridan enters a particularly perilous summer where everything
is not as it seems. His nephew is baptized into the fire department, unaware of the
political dangers, coupled with a clever arsonist, who can make any fire or explosion
look accidental. Sheridan finds himself combating a new volunteer fire department
created through a political rift, which holds nearly as many dangers as the arsonist
drawing Sheridan and his two firefighting brothers into danger over the course of the
summer. Keeping a promise to his father to bring his family closer together becomes all
the more difficult when the arsonist's work harms someone close to him. Realizing the
law can't, or won't help him, Sheridan seeks out the man responsible at any cost.
Have you ever gotten married without telling anyone? I did. Not telling anyone was the
easy part. I had moved to a big city, had no friends, and wasn’t speaking to my family. I
tried the whole “fake it ’til you make it” thing. I was the “fake” part and my husband,
Archer, was concerned only with the “making it” part. When I got a call about a family
emergency, I walked out on my hot-in-a-suit ambitious husband and my superficial life
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and ran back home to the family ranch. And I stayed, ignoring my husband’s attempts to
reach me—and I still didn’t tell anyone I was married. Then a year and a half later, I
found Archer standing on my property, looking like a titanium rod in a pile of rusty nails.
He came to end things but ended up staying to learn who he really married—the shy
corporate woman with a perfect blowout or the sarcastic country girl with mud on her
boots. The longer he’s around, the more I see I wasn’t the only one who was
disingenuous. The suit is gone, and my city slicker spouse is fixing fence, diving into
muddy stock ponds to save calves, and calling in favors to get the cattle enough hay for
the winter. Yet none of that changes that my family needs me, and I’m not abandoning
them again. It doesn’t change the fact that the career Archer worked so hard to build is
over a thousand miles away in Texas. Or that the life I want is exactly what he’s run
from. The only thing we’re doing is making it harder to sign the divorce papers. For
readers who also like Ann Mayburn, Carly Phillips, Carrie Ann Ryan, Cat Johnson,
Catherine Cowles, Chelle Bliss, Cherise Sinclair, Cheyenne McCray, Claudia Burgoa,
Debra Holt, Devney Perry, Diana Palmer, Esther E. Schmidt, Genevieve Turner, Helen
Hardt, Jane Henry, Janet Dailey, Jeanne St. James, Jenna Jacob, Jennifer Ryan, Julia
Sykes, Kennedy Fox, Kim Loraine, Lani Lynn Vale, Lauren Blakely, Lauren Landish,
Laylah Roberts, Lexi Blake, Linda Lael Miller, Lindsay McKenna, Lorelei James, Lori
Wilde, Maisy Yates, Max Monroe, Melissa Foster, Nicole Snow, Renee Rose, Samantha
Madisen, Shayla Black, Sophie Oak, Stephanie Rowe, Susan Stoker, Vi Keeland, Vivian
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Arend, Willa Nash, Willow Winters, Zoe York, Erin Wright, Laramie Briscoe, Kylie
Gilmore, Kait Nolan, Tracy Alvarez, Lili Valente, Vanessa Vale, Tawdra Kandle, Colleen
Hoover, Maya Banks, Penelope Sky, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Fox, Chelle Bliss, Sarina
Bowen, Penelope Ward, Marie Force, Melissa Foster, Kristen Proby, Devney Perry,
Susan Stoker, Tessa Bailey, Jana Aston, Sally Thorne, Christina Lauren, Elle Kennedy,
Julia Kent, Sylvia Day, K.A. Linde, Jessica Hawkins, Rachel VanDyken, Jodi Ellen
Malpas, L.J. Shen, Natasha Madison, Emily Henry, Corrine Michaels, and Kylie Scott.
romance books, contemporary romance, small town, best friends, cowboy romance,
western romance, marriage and family, series starter, first in series, romance series,
romance saga, romantic family saga, bestseller romance, steamy, sexy, heartwarming,
heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, captivating
romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, second chance
romance, loyalty, swoon, funny romance, modern romance, forbidden romance, enemies
to lovers, friends to lovers, family business, strong female lead, strong heroine, top
romance reads, best seller, romance novels, love story, angst, American western,
unrequited love, adult romance, mature romance, rodeo, heartbreak, breakup, strong
woman, contemporary women, full length, steamy, angsty, first love, romance series,
series, mistaken country westerns, divorce, marriage on the brink, farming and ranching
romance.
The women of The Homegrown Café Book Club are over 40, single, and loving it. Fate,
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however, has a different plan with a younger man for every last one of them. Widow
Wallis Danforth is looking for a little companionship now that her special needs daughter
is becoming more independent. That’s all. Nothing complicated. Unfortunately, dating
apps have yielded nothing but jerks and perverts—so many that she’s written a one-act
play about her misadventures. But will she be able to resist the younger man who
sweeps her off her feet and wants to play all the male roles in her production, including
himself? History teacher Harry Kreiger never believed in love at first sight until he
witnessed his Princess Charming putting her rude date firmly in his place—out the door
of The Homegrown Café. Salsa lessons and starring opposite his heart’s desire turns
them from strangers to friends. But when friends become lovers, he’ll have to pull out all
the stops to convince Wally that love is more important than age.
Second Time Around
Billboard
Books 4-6 | Doubtful Relations | Empty Promises | False Bottom
A small town second chance romance
Style Your Most Authentic Self and Cultivate a Mindful Dating Life
How To Divorce Without Losing Your Green Card Or Work Permit Papers
“This lucid and easily readable novel, derived from the personal
struggles of the author, is in equal parts tender and passionate
-- the testimony of a survivor.” -Dr. Shashi Tharoor (Author,
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Former UN Under Secretary General, MP, India) Set in India, the
Middle East, and Bangladesh, this inspiring story speaks of the
upheavals encountered by the protagonist, a woman who has to
deal with an alcoholic husband, in-laws from hell and the
arrival of the proverbial ‘other woman’ dead-set on getting a
man, even if she has “to break a family to achieve it”. And...
The Bit*h Came Home! is the story of a strong woman, determined
to face problems head-on and live dauntlessly.
The author reflects on her family's Chinese American legacy, her
experiences as a writer, her survival of natural disasters, and
her struggle to manage three family members afflicted with brain
disease.
Each year, millions of people come to the United States on
temporary visas but refuse to leave, without consequence.
Individuals who refuse to leave at the time their visa expires,
should be subject to criminal penalties. The 9/11 Report
concluded that a visa tracking system was essential. This is
required by law, but implementation has been blocked by
Congress. Nearly every other country in the world has both entry
and exit control. Visitors to these countries, must process both
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in and out of the country. But the United States has ONLY entry
control, and NO exit control. This has made the task of
determining if a visitor has departed the United States, or has
remained, much more difficult. During the fourteen years that I
was employed by the United States Government, I experienced
first-hand, the lengths that some individuals would go, to
obtain a Green Card and/or Citizenship in the United States. The
cases outlined in this book, are “real” cases.
You’ve tried the old fashion way but it’s not working for you.
Whether you’re an old pro at online dating or new to the scene,
professional stylist Alyssa Dineen can teach you how to put your
best self forward. Learn the art of online dating from seasoned
stylist Alyssa Dineen, founder of Style My Profile, whose unique
approach toward intentional dating and self-discovery helps
online daters transform their destinies by taking charge of
their profiles. This concise, clear guide will empower you to be
confident in life and romance and prioritize meaningful
relationships. It’s a world that Alyssa had to navigate herself
when she became a divorced, single mom of two. In The Art of
Online Dating, Alyssa provides you with a capsule course on the
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basics of styling an effective online profile, including:
Wearing the best clothes for your body type, in your profile pic
and on dates Learning the 15 essential pieces everyone should
own Crafting a bio that conveys your authentic self Taking a
selfie you’re proud to post Choosing the right dating app
Ultimately, The Art of Online Dating is about so much more than
finding true love. It’s also about rediscovering your personal
style - and yourself. Accompanying graphics are available in the
audiobook companion PDF download. PLEASE NOTE: When you purchase
this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your
Audible Library along with the audio.
An Anthology
Into the Deep
Fake Wife - Book 8
The Opposite of Fate
Harlequin Desire December 2013 - Bundle 1 of 2
Who Are You?
In the years leading up to and directly following rapprochement
with China in 1992, the South Korean government looked to ethnic
Korean (Chos?njok) brides and laborers from northeastern China
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to restore productivity to its industries and countryside. South
Korean officials and the media celebrated these overtures not
only as a pragmatic solution to population problems but also as
a patriotic project of reuniting ethnic Koreans after nearly
fifty years of Cold War separation. As Caren Freeman's fieldwork
in China and South Korea shows, the attempt to bridge the
geopolitical divide in the name of Korean kinship proved more
difficult than any of the parties involved could have imagined.
Discriminatory treatment, artificially suppressed wages,
clashing gender logics, and the criminalization of so-called
runaway brides and undocumented workers tarnished the myth of
ethnic homogeneity and exposed the contradictions at the heart
of South Korea’s transnational kin-making project. Unlike
migrant brides who could acquire citizenship, migrant workers
were denied the rights of long-term settlement, and stringent
quotas restricted their entry. As a result, many Chos?njok
migrants arranged paper marriages and fabricated familial ties
to South Korean citizens to bypass the state apparatus of border
control. Making and Faking Kinship depicts acts of "counterfeit
kinship," false documents, and the leaving behind of spouses and
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children as strategies implemented by disenfranchised people to
gain mobility within the region’s changing political economy.
Rich Man’s Fake Fiancée Everyone is talking about the surprise
engagement between Matthew Landis and Ashley Carson. Seems the
oldest son of one of South Carolina’s most powerful families is
engaged to someone...ordinary. Could this announcement —
conveniently leaked to the press — have to do with Matthew’s
quick exit from Ms Carson’s home very early in the morning? One
wonders what chance such a match made in media heaven could
have... His Expectant Ex Just seconds after signing divorce
papers, Marianna Landis fainted. Shocked, her now ex-husband
Sebastian discovered Marianna was three-and-a-half months
pregnant. The timing was perfectly in line with their last
impetuous night together. Incensed that his ‘wife’ would still
be so intent on their separation, Sebastian vowed to do anything
to win her back. Seduction had worked once before...he’d make
damn sure it would work again. For Marianna was carrying a
Landis baby, and a Landis man keeps what is his! Millionaire In
Command He’d worked the most dangerous missions, but nothing had
prepared Kyle Landis for the surprise of becoming a dad. When
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Phoebe Slater suddenly announced the child she was caring for
was his baby, he had no reason to doubt her. And since a Landis
did not sway in his duty, marriage was the only course of
action. But once ‘I do’ was said, would Phoebe be up for
enlisting as his wife...in every way Kyle had been imagining?
Rich Man's Fake Fiancée Everyone is talking about the surprise
engagement between Matthew Landis and Ashley Carson. Seems the
oldest son of one of South Carolina's most powerful families is
engaged to someone...ordinary. Could this announcement conveniently leaked to the press - have to do with Matthew's
quick exit from Ms Carson's home very early in the morning? One
wonders what chance such a match made in media heaven could
have... His Expectant Ex Just seconds after signing divorce
papers, Marianna Landis fainted. Shocked, her now ex-husband
Sebastian discovered Marianna was three-and-a-half months
pregnant. The timing was perfectly in line with their last
impetuous night together. Incensed that his 'wife' would still
be so intent on their separation, Sebastian vowed to do anything
to win her back. Seduction had worked once before...he'd make
damn sure it would work again. For Marianna was carrying a
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Landis baby, and a Landis man keeps what is his! Millionaire In
Command He'd worked the most dangerous missions, but nothing had
prepared Kyle Landis for the surprise of becoming a dad. When
Phoebe Slater suddenly announced the child she was caring for
was his baby, he had no reason to doubt her. And since a Landis
did not sway in his duty, marriage was the only course of
action. But once 'I do' was said, would Phoebe be up for
enlisting as his wife...in every way Kyle had been imagining?
The women of The Homegrown Café Book Club are over 40, single,
and loving it. Fate, however, has a different plan with a
younger man for every last one of them. Makin’ Bacon ~ At fortytwo, divorcée Tate Madison is looking for a sperm donor and
nothing more. Her younger brother’s best friend, Big Jim Cochon,
is happy to oblige the old-fashioned way for a chance at forever
with his lifetime crush. He’ll have to convince her happily-everafter is worth the risk. The Farmer Takes a Husband ~ Riley
Fenniman is happily single at forty-seven until a health scare
forces her to find a husband in order to save her legacy. Deacon
Jeffries jumps at the chance to marry his favorite client and
give his daughters a mother. Love might not be enough when he
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discovers her secret. The Butcher and the Baker ~ After six
broken engagements, forty-three-year-old butcher Petra Lochsley
wants nothing to do with men and romance. Baker Auggie Hofmeier
didn’t mean TO fall in love with or accidentally marry the
butcher, but his heart seems to know what it’s doing.
Unfortunately, the conniving retired candlestick maker threatens
their happily-ever-after. When Harry Met Wally ~ Fifty-year-old
widow Wallis Danforth has found jerks and perverts during her
misadventures in dating. Harry Kreiger never believed in love at
first sight until he witnessed his Princess Charming putting her
rude date firmly in his place. Now he has to convince her he
isn't too young to give her happily-ever-after. And Baby Makes
2½ ~ Forty-five-year-old family law expert Georgina Swofford
knows marriage and children aren’t in her cards. Oscar Banyan
needs her help to gain guardianship of his newborn nephew, even
if she represented his ex-wife during a brutal divorce five
years ago. Their sparks produce fire of an unexpected sort.
Volume 4
Husbands of Sapphira, Sons of Ananias
Missions 1-4
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Mission Pack 1
Green Card Fraud - The Ugly Truth About Immigration Fraud In
America

This book is a completely fictional story, based on two friends friendship that begun
when when they were infants. They were separated at the age of five and tragedy
strikes. They would remain separated for twenty years, when two failed marriages
lands them both in Charlotte, North Carolina, at Charlotte International Hangar.
Blake is a mechanic and Amber lands a job as a Security guard with Bakers
Security. Will their social and economical back grounds keep them from connecting
when their paths cross? Blake is a lethal lover, a player from the North who's
looking for a record deal. Amber is a divorcee from the South, her dreams are to
write a book and pass the bar exam. She has a score to settle with her ex husband
attorney Calvin Austin. Calvin hires the best defense attorney in the country to save
him from the electric chair. A murder was committed years earlier and secrets has
been kept. What will happen when the secrets come to the light? Blake and his his
friends are in Bernard's King Park when the secret comes out. Who will live and
who will die when the secret is revealed? Blake is manipulative and filled with
controversy. Even his best friend Midnight couldn't escape his hour of deception.
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When Harry Met Wally
Marrying a Lie
The Long History of Lies and Misinterpretations in America
From Fake to Forever
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